Previously an algorithm is constructed to replace each cluster (a class of cyclically equivalent vertices) in a directed graph (representing a protein network) with an acyclic sub-graph preserving all input and output vertices. This algorithm is continuing by an introduction of minimal number of edges between the output vertices and the input vertices in order to introduce feedbacks, stabilizing the functioning of the network.
Background
A problem of a visual display in protein networks is discussing in previous study [1, 2] . Consider a directed graph (digraph) G with a set of vertices U and a set of edges (oriented) V. The set U may be clustered with respect to cyclic equivalence by the algorithm of previous study [3] . The vertices u 1 , u 2 of the digraph are calling cyclically equivalent if there is a cycle containing these two vertices in the graph G. On the set of vertices of the digraph, we determine the ratio of partial order u 1 ≥u 2 , if there is a path from the vertex u 1 to the vertex u 2 .
In a study [4] the algorithm of replacement in the digraph G of each cluster g∈G on an acyclic sub-graph  g preserving all its input p(g) and output QW(g) vertices in the digraph is constructed. Under the entrance vertices of the cluster, g we mean the vertices, which include edges from the outside of the cluster, under the output vertices we mean the vertices, which have edges going to the outside of the cluster. After replacing clusters g by appropriate acyclic digraphs  g , all edges linking clusters are preserved.
The algorithm for converting a cluster g into an acyclic digraph  g consists of the following steps. First, we construct a directed acyclic subgraph  g of the digraph g containing a non-empty subset ⊆  U(g) U(g) of the set of input vertices and the set V(g) of all output vertices. For this purpose, the cluster g implements a recurrent wave front algorithm from the set of all input vertices U(g) until the front passes through all output vertices V(g).
Then we construct an acyclic sub-graph  g , consisting of paths starting at some vertex of the set
and ending at some vertex of the set  P(g) . For this purpose, in the cluster g, we implement a recurrent algorithm of the wave backward front from the set of all vertices  P(g) until the front passes through all input vertices  U(g) .
The algorithm ends with the union , g = ∪   g g forming an acyclic graph satisfying the required inclusion ∪ ⊆ U(g) V(g) P(g).
Results
The idea of new edges introduction into digraph describing protein network is earlier discussing in previous study [5] . It follows from the algorithm of the previous section that in the acyclic sub-graph  g those vertices of the set V(g) are maximal, of which there are no edges in the graph  g . Due to the equality all, these vertices are maximal in the graph g . Thus, all maximal vertices of the graph g are output in cluster g.
Similarly, we obtain that in the graph g all minimal vertices belong to the set  U(g), if they are not connecting by paths from the set  U(g) to some vertex of the set P ⊆   U(g) (g). In turn; in the graph, g the vertices of the set  U(g), that are not including paths from the set,  U(g), are also minimal. Thus, all minimal vertices of the graph g are inputs to the cluster g.
It also following from the construction of the graph g , any output vertex that is not maximal lies on one of paths, starting at some minimal vertex and ending at some maximal vertex of the graph g Similarly, any input vertex that is not minimal lies on one of the paths, starting at some minimal vertex and ending at some maximal vertex of the graph g .
We now pose the question, how to make the introduction of a minimum number of new edges such that each input vertex belongs some cycle containing some output vertex, and each output vertex belongs some cycle containing some input vertex. The answer to this question is giving by the following construction.
We include the edges coming from the set ( Max g ) of all maximal vertices to the set ( Min g ) of all minimal vertices of the graph g . For any pair of vertices
u Max ∈ g ), connecting in some way, we introduce a new edge u 2 →u 1 The resulting digraph g  decomposes into a disconnected clusters. Moreover, if the vertex u 1 is the input in the graph g , the vertex u 2 is the output, and these vertices are connecting in some way, then they are containing some cycle of the digraph g  .
Note that if there is a path from the vertex
) in the graph g , then the undirected edge (u 1 , u 2 ) can be including between these vertices. In addition, the resulting undirected graph of these edges splits into connectivity components whose vertices are including in the graph g  .
Real Data Applications
In a study [4] the protein network using for research of plants stability to drought and extreme temperatures is clustering and replacing by acyclic digraph (Figure 1 ). Main cluster of this network, containing 14 proteins, is replacing by acyclic digraph, outlining by blue color. Using suggested algorism it is possible add the following edges: DERB2A → ABF2/AREB1, ABF3 → ABI5 supplying necessary feedbacks.
